Safe Motherhood Means...
... meet prudence
16 years old, unmarried, living at home with her family, working as an assistant at a small shop, a cell phone owner, literate and can read English and Swahili... and her pregnancy is unplanned.
What is stopping prudence from coming back?
support
cell phone

due date

nickname (ex/ “imani”)
+254710498525

IMANI ASHAANZA KUHISI MWANGAZA NA ATAANZA KUSONGA. HESABU MARA NGAPI ATASONGA KILA SIKU NA UELEZE MWUUGUZI MAHU BAADA YA SIKU TANO. PANGA USAFIRI.

OPTION
next steps
questions?
HABARI PRUDENCE? IMANI ANAJIFUNZA KUKUNJA NGUMI NA ANAHITAJI VIJKO TANO ZA PROTINI KUTOKA KWA MAHA-
RAGWE, NJUGU, NYAMA NA MAYAI. SHIKA TUMBO LAKO KUMTULIZA.